Topic: Financial Literacy
Badges: Making Choices and Money Counts Daisy leaves
Learn the difference between needs vs. wants and how to make choices about
using money. While working on these two leaves, you will find out more about
money, how to use it to buy things and how to help others.
Suggested Supplies: a jar of coins (variety of all the US coins), your choice of
writing utensil, paper and two bags filled with items you might give to a girl in needone bag should be stuff she needs and one bag should be stuff she might want.
(These could be actual items or could be a picture of the items.)
Access to internet shopping: (Have adult permission and help to go online)
Activity 1: Pick out the needs and wants on the sheet called ‘What People Need’,
found at the end of these badge instructions. Discuss your choices with an adult.
Activity 2: Let’s ‘go’ Shopping- With an adult’s help, go to Walmart.com or
Target.com (or your favorite shopping website) and do a little pretend shopping. You
have a budget of $20/week to shop for what you need and/or want. Shop for 5 items
and stay within your budget. Make a list of what you want to buy today and what you
might want to buy later. There may even be items that you will need to save up for. Write those
prices down in that list.
Did you find something you can’t afford to buy today? If you saved $5 every week, how long will you
need to wait to buy it?
Activity 3: Show an adult the items in your two bags to give to a girl in need. Tell them why you
chose to place those items in the two bags. Is each item in the needs bag really a NEED? Are there
items that could be placed in either bag? For example: you could place a bar of soap in the needs
bag or buy a fancier, scented soap and place it in the wants bag. Another example might be plain
bandaids or bandaids with a fun design on them.
Activity 4: With your jar of coins, pick out a Penny, Nickel, Dime and Quarter. How are they the
same? How are they different? Which one is the biggest coin? Which one is the smallest? Are they
all the same color? Which coin is worth one cent? 5 cents? 10 cents? 25 cents? Is the smallest coin
the one that is worth the smallest amount? Is the biggest coin worth the biggest amount?
Activity 5: Now take 2 pennies, 2 nickels, 2 dimes and 2 quarters aside. With a helper, add up how
much money those coins are worth.
Do you have enough coins to go to the Dollar Store to buy one item? What coins do you need to take
with you to go shopping for one item at the Dollar Store? (no need to worry about tax for this one)
Activity 6: Using the price list for the ‘Daisy County Fair’ including in these badge instructions, see
what you could plan to do for fun with a budget of $5. Don’t forget you have to be able to get into the
fair to enjoy the other fun things to do!
Plan to take your whole family to this fair. They will also have $5 each to spend and you will probably
want to stay together. See what each member wants to do and talk about how to decide which things
everybody will do while at the fair.

Reflection: What did you learn about money? Were you able to buy everything you wanted during
each activity? Did you have a hard time deciding how to spend it?
Take a moment to think of a way you might help others with your money. Some examples might be
to plant some flowers at an Assisted-Living Center to cheer up the residents, maybe buy some
needed items for the local homeless shelter.

Congratulations! You have earned two financial literacy leaves of “Making Choices” and “Money
Counts”! You can purchase them online from the Girl Scout shop or send your order to
shop@gswestok.org

Daisy

What People Need
To find out more about the difference between what we want
and what we need, have fun playing this Search and Find game.
Circle the pictures of what people need
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Daisy County Fair
December 8th, 2020

Admission

$1

Ice Cream Cone

$1

Water

$1

Souvenir Toy

$1

Corn on the Cob

$1

Pony Ride

$1

Ferris Wheel ride

$1

Candy Apple

$1

Magic Show

$1

Petting Zoo

Free

Game to win a prize

$1

